Newsletter 29 March 2018

Dear Parents and Carers,
Though it has been a short term it has been a full and busy one. The newsletter is full of all the many
things that have taken place in the school this half term. I hope you enjoy reading about all these
events and looking at the photographs.
We were particularly proud about our film about culture in Tower Hamlets coming second in Sadiq
Khan’s film competition My Local Culture. This was a great achievement. The film is available on our
website and the Into Film website. It was also shown at Rich Mix to start the festival of film in Tower
Hamlets film festival. My personal thanks go, not only to the actors but to all the staff members (Mrs
Daley, Muslimah, Tahir, Paul and Ulviye) as the film would not have been possible without them.
Staffing Update
Ulviye Mehmet (PA, HR and Communications Manager) will be leaving today as Asma Mustaq returns
from maternity leave. Ulviye has been part of the Ben Jonson team for the past 15 months and has
done an amazing job of leading the office team, keeping the website up-to-date and developing the
notice boards and the newsletter. I would like to take this opportunity to thank her for all her work
and service to the school.
We are also saying goodbye to Mustafa Cilmkovic who is our ICT technician and support officer. He
has worked in the school for the past 16 years making sure that our IT network, IT software and hardware is fit for purpose and supports the learning of your children. We are really going to miss him.
We are also saying a temporary goodbye to Rashida, TA in Key Stage 1 as she starts her maternity
leave. The school will be a much quieter place without her and far less fun! We wish her well for a
healthy and happy maternity leave.
I am sure that you will all join with me in wishing all these members of staff the best for the future.
Asma is returning to us at the start of next term for 3 days a week. She will be in the office on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. We have also recruited an apprentice. The government gives
schools money to recruit apprentices. We have appointed Rubana Khatun who will be working in the
office under the guidance of Rouhe.
Parent Workshops
I wanted to thank parents for the great turnout to the Year 3 and Year 4 celebration of their work.
The Ancient Greek, Roman and Egyptian museums were a real treat and full of interesting information about the richness of these ancient civilisations. In words of Eduarda in Year 4 ‘it is important
to learn about ancient Egypt as history teaches us about the future’. Well said Eduarda! We were also
given demonstrations of how the Roman numeral system works, a dance inspired by Roman columns
and Roman army manoeuvres!
As you will see in the photographs we also had a good turnout for the science workshops with parents and children. It was great to see so many parents working on science projects with their children.
We held two parent workshops about maths and handwriting. These were not well attended by parents and we have asked what we could do differently to encourage families to come in. We do publish the dates in advance and they are on the websites. We also often send text reminders.
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We asked the parents who came what we could do to advertise them more and they suggested that we
put a reminder on the notice boards the afternoon before as well. We will try this as we would love
more parents to take advantage of these workshops. We have thought about holding them after school.
But the school closes at 6.00pm and often this means the workshops would be not late enough for
working parents to attend. If you have any further suggestions about the timings of parent workshops
please come to the office or let Fatiha and Rukshana (parent governors) know. It was such a shame as
the workshops were about using Numicon to support mathematical development and the introduction
of the new handwriting scheme which are priorities for the school. In these sessions there were ideas
about how you could support your child at home as well as having a sense of what your child will be
doing in school. Emily and Louise are putting the power points they used on the website for your
information if you were not able to attend the workshops.
Assemblies
This term we have had a series of assemblies about extraordinary people. Some of these people we
have learned about have been suggested to me by your children. We have been learning about these
individuals and their extraordinary lives. We have been thinking about how their lives can motivate and
inspire us to be even better people. Alex organised a visit from Nick Carter who has climbed Mount
Everest twice. We have learned about the lives of great people such as Stephen Hawking, Desmond
Doss, the Suffragettes and Suffragists and Ed Sheeran. Each of these people has made us think about
how we can be better people. This will continue next term. It was good just watching the leaving
assembly of Ulviye and Mustafa, what extraordinary people they are. This afternoon we finish the term
with a talent show where the children will be seeing what extraordinary people their staff are!
So I finish this introduction to the newsletter by wishing you all a wonderful holiday together as a
family. For those of you observing Easter, I wish you a joyous celebration.
I look forward to seeing you all (rested and well) on Monday 16 April for the start of the summer term.
Best wishes

Monica Forty, Headteacher
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Years 1 and 2 Phase Update
We have had another busy and fun term in Years 1 and 2, with lots of exciting topics that the children
have thoroughly enjoyed.

Year 1
In Year 1, the children liked reading a range of stories by Julia
Donaldson, including The Gruffalo, What the Ladybird Heard and
The Stick Man. They were immersed in the stories through activities such as writing predictions about what might happen next,
acting them out and writing character descriptions - all building
towards their final outcome, in which they wrote their own story
based around the idea that the Gruffalo’s child had gone missing.
Following this unit, the children then had fun creating their own
character for a Julia Donaldson story, including making this character out of plasticine, and then writing a non-chronological report about their character’s appearance, diet and habitat.
In other subject areas, Year 1 children have been learning about
the life and reign of Queen Victoria in history and materials in
science. More recently, they planned and carried out an investigation into which materials are waterproof – the children helped in planning the investigation by selecting the resources they thought were appropriate for the investigation and modelling how they
would use these resources to find out whether or
not the material is waterproof. In maths, the children have been using lots of practical resources to
support their learning, including Numicon, which
has really supported the children’s understanding
of calculations involving addition, subtraction and
multiplication.
Year 2
Year 2’s topic has been Space. In literacy, the children read numerous space themed ‘Bob, Man on
the Moon’ stories by Simon Bartram. They enjoyed
writing diary entries, imagining themselves as Bob,
spending time on the moon. Later, they went on to
write their own space themed stories about an adventure that Bob embarks on. More recently, the children have been reading a range of fables and have learnt about how they include a ‘moral.’ This was
something they then had to think about when writing their own fable, as well as being able to choose
appropriate animal characters according to their traits – for example, a cunning fox or a wise owl.
In maths, they have been learning about fractions, including how to show a fraction of a shape and
work out a fraction of an amount. Prior to this, they were exploring 2D and 3D shapes – naming, describing and stating their properties. This has also included being able to identify lines of symmetry.
The children have thoroughly enjoyed learning about the explorer Christopher Columbus in history.
They have been very interested in finding out about views from the past, including how people used to
think the world was flat. They have put themselves in Christopher Columbus’s shoes through drama,
which then resulted in them writing ship log books from the perspective of Christopher Columbus. In
science, the children have been busy planting! They have designed investigations to test ideas such as
whether how deep a seed is planted in the soil impacts plant growth and if it matters which way up a
seed is planted.
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Years 3 and 4 Phase Updates
It has been a busy and exciting term in Years 3 and 4 and as winter draws to a close and the days grow
longer, there is a lot to look back on.
Museum Exhibitions
Both Years 3 and 4 have been building towards their Museum Exhibitions, where parents are invited
in to watch a short performance and browse the learning that the children have done. Year 3’s theme
was Ancient Rome and Year 4’s theme was Ancient Egypt and much of their learning this term was
based around these topics.
English
Year 3 have been meeting all manner of terrifying mythical beasts in their reading and writing, such as
the Minotaur, Hydra and Medusa. Fortunately, we have also met a band of likely heroes, such as Ariadne, Theseus, Hercules and Atlas. It has been wonderful to see how the children have responded to
their Greek myth texts this term to create their own wonderful mythical tales. Following their myths,
children then studied instruction texts to build towards writing their own instructions about How to
defeat a mythical beast. The children enjoyed performing the texts at their Museum day. Year 4 have
been dealing with dilemmas in their writing and started the unit by making an important choice: to
enter the tunnel or not! The Year 4 team built a tunnel into the assembly hall and created an atmosphere that brought Anthony Browne’s classic The Tunnel to life. Children had to decide whether to
enter or not! Such immersive, first hand experiences always lead to imaginative writing and this unit
was no different! This year, we created yet another immersive experience where the children in Year
4 entered an Egyptian village, complete with a spice stall, fruit stall, the River Nile, real desert sand
and Egyptian trinkets.
Maths
In maths, Year 3 have been deepening their knowledge of time and can now compare the digital clock
with the analogue clock, as well as being able to estimate the time based on only the hour hand. Lately, the children have been applying their number skills to fractions and can now compare simple fractions using the language of greater than or less than. Before Year 3 got stuck into fractions, Year 4
were already solving all manner of problems to do with the subject: building their own fraction walls
and conducting investigations. Year 4 are now linking their knowledge of fractions to assist with their
learning in decimals.
Foundation Subjects
In the foundation subjects, Year 3 have been studying the Romans and have created their own Roman
shields and learnt about Queen Boudica, Hadrian’s Wall and battle formations. Baffin Class performed
their battle formations as part of the Museum Day, whilst Timor Class have been working with the
dance specialist Leire on a Roman column dance! Once again, something fishy has been going on in
Year 4: literally! As part of our
Egyptians topic, Year 4 children
have been learning about mummification and have even mummified their own fish! (The classrooms smell fine again now.) In
the topic, the children have also
written instructions on how to
mummify their fish and in English, writing a non-chronological
report about the ancient civilization.
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Science Week in Years 3 and 4
One of the stand-out events of the half term was Science Week, which was based around the topic of
Dinosaurs this year. Year 3 were lucky enough to visit the Natural History Museum where they were
able to view the dinosaur skeletons and take part in the Dino Scientists workshop. Meanwhile, Year 4
received an exciting paleontology workshop from the Education Group: the children enjoyed donning
brushes and revealing dinosaur skeletons on a dig. In the well attended parent workshops, Year 3 created dinosaur skeletons out of straws, whilst Year 4 created flying dinosaurs from various resources.
However, the highlight of the week was surely the visit from Millie the baby Tyrannosaurus rex and
the whole school assembly that followed.

Milli the Tyrannosaurus rex visits Ben Jonson and some of the
creations from our creative workshops
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Everest Mountaineer, Nick Carter, visits Ben Jonson
Nick Carter is a double Everest summiteer and even participated in the
highest ever mountain rescue: from the summit of Everest itself! He is
also an adventurer who has hiked across the Sahara Desert and swam
the channel. Nick visited Ben Jonson on Thursday 15 March to deliver a
whole school assembly on the theme of Growth Mindset. He talked
about how he needed to be tough, brave and be a good team player
and how he went about achieving all of these goals before climbing Everest. After the assembly, he delivered a workshop to Year 6 pupils
about mountaineering as Year 6 are currently studying mountains in geography.

Year 3 Ancient Rome Performance and Museum Exhibition
Thank you to all the parents and family who
came to the Ancient Rome Performance and
Museum Exhibition put on by the children of
Year 3 last week. Of course, a special well
done also has to go out to the children who
were fantastic. The performance consisted of
an amazing Roman Column Dance by Timor
Class, a superb explanation of Roman numerals and clocks from Arctic Class and two performances from Baffin; one to do with effective Roman battle formations and one to describe how to put on a toga! If the performance was great, the Museum Exhibition
that followed was incredible! The children revelled in showing their parents all of their learning and
the special projects they had done at home. We had replicas of Roman shields and Roman swords,
beautiful Roman mosaics, models of Roman temples, Roman coins made out of clay, amazing Greek
myths and instructions on how to defeat an ancient beast. Well done to the Year 3 team, the children and another big thank you to the parents who made the afternoon so special.
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Ben Jonson Website
Blog and Twitter Accounts
You can access the website by clicking here - http://
www.benjonson.towerhamlets.sch.uk/
We have the BJ blog that is very quick to cover aspects of Ben Jonson life. You can access the blog by
clicking here - https://benjonson.wordpress.com/
Then of course there is our Ben Jonson twitter presence. Many of us have twitter
accounts and we like to tweet all the amazing things your children do! I like the
thought of people all over the world knowing how great Ben Jonson is. If you have
a twitter account please follow us and help to publicise all the good work that we
do. You can access twitter by clicking here -https://twitter.com/BenJonsonSchool?
ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor

Takia from Azure Class Reception, created this beautiful snowy London Landscape using chalk pastel. A cross between Monet and Turner
wouldn’t you say?
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The Importance of Punctuality
The attendance team would like to thank you all for getting your children to school on time. Most of the
children come to school on time every day. We know that this is not always easy but the benefits of your
child being in on time are huge:
Coming to school on time means that your children feel more organised and at ease
Once in class your child is able to settle down and be ready for the register and their learning
They do not miss the first and most important part of their lesson and therefore do not miss out
on their education
Children develop good attendance habits that will help them in secondary school, further education,
work and adulthood
We know that some families will have the occasional lateness due to unforeseen circumstances. We also
recognise that some families face great challenges coming to school on time every day and many are
working with our Inclusion team.
We have a rise in the number of children arriving to the school late on a regular basis after 9.00am and
we are worried about the increase in lateness and the potential harm it can do to children’s education.
We would like to reiterate the school gates are open from 8.45am. This gives you and your child plenty of
time to come to the playground and line up before being taken into class. The school gates close at
9.00am sharp.
If your child comes after 9.00am they will be marked late:
The late marks are recorded in the register and on your child’s record
If a child is persistently late this stays on your child’s records permanently and is forwarded to the
Attendance and Welfare Team in Tower Hamlets
15 or more lates in a term may be referred for a Penalty Notice (fine)
Arriving at school on time everyday creates a habit of a lifetime for your children. It is crucial for your children to develop good attendance and punctuality habits. Parents/carers, if you tend to be late please give
yourselves enough time in the morning to be organised and leave your homes to get to school for 8.45am
so there is no chance of your child being late.
We look forward to seeing improvements in the number of children coming to school on time.
Best wishes,
Attendance Team

Riddle answer A: Queue B: A Fire C: Stars

ParentPay - online payment system
Reminder online payment system coming soon
We will be introducing a new online payment system called ParentPay.
It will be easier for you to pay for trips, clubs and all other contributions
payable to the school. This will also allow us to offer you full receipts
and records of all payments you have made and help the school save
money by becoming a completely cashless school by the end of August
2018.
We recently posted all parents and carers a letter which included a username and password. Many of you have
successfully joined, thank you. For those of you who have not signed up please do so over the Easter break as all
payments including clubs must now be paid via ParentPay.

Request for old uniform or spare clothes
From time to time some of our children need to change into clean and dry clothes and we are running
out of spares for them to wear. Consequently we are asking parents if they have any old uniform or
spare clothes that they could donate to the school please. Your help in creating a collection of emergency clothes is much appreciated.

Parents’ dates summer 2018

Wednesday 18 April
9.00am - 10.00am

Inclusion Team open surgery for all parents: parents are invited to
drop in to discuss any concerns they may have.

Monday 23 - Friday 27 April

Autism Awareness Week - glow bands on sale for £1 before and after
school (proceeds go to National Autistic Society)

Tuesday 24 April
9.30am - 11.30am

Parents and siblings of EHCP children - workshop with specialists

Thursday 26 April
9.00am - 10.00am

Workshop for all parents - challenging behaviour

Friday 27 April

Non-uniform day - contribution of 50p to National Autistic Society
(and any further contribution welcome)

Wednesday 2 May
9.00am - 10.00am

Inclusion Team open surgery for all parents: parents are invited to
drop in to discuss any concerns they may have.

Wednesday 16 May
9.00 - 10.00am

Inclusion Team open surgery for all parents: parents are invited to
drop in to discuss any concerns they may have.

Riddle corner: Give your brain a work out
A. What word has five letters but sounds like it only has one?
B. Feed me and I will live, but give me a drink and I will die. What am I?
C. They come out at night without being called, and are lost in the day without being stolen. What are
they?
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Key:
Above 96%

Attendance Update Let’s try our best to
beat our target of 96%! Make sure you
keep coming in on time every day!
Please make sure you are here at
8.55am to start the day at 9.00am.

Below 95.9%

98
96
94
92
90
88
86

R-Azure
R-Red
R-Yellow
1-Coral
1-Torres
1-Java
2-Caribbean
2-Ross
2-Sulu
3-Arctic
3-Baffin
3-Timor
4-Arabian
4-Caspian
4-Persian
5-Aegean
5-Tasman
5-Flores
6-Atlantic
6-Mediterranean
6-Pacific

Class

Birthday celebrations in school
As we are a Healthy School, we would just like to remind you about the
policy on celebrating birthdays. We understand that some of you may
like to bring in a treat for your child to share with their class, although
there is no obligation to do this as everyone’s birthday is celebrated
with a song, a game or a story. If you would like to bring in a small
treat, these are the items that we can accept:





fruit kebabs
small fairy cakes (not iced)
a fun sized chocolate bar such as Mars or Milky Way,
a small pack of Maltesers or a small box of chocolates which do
not contain nuts (such as Heroes)
We do have to consider very carefully the health risks to children who
suffer from allergies, our commitment to promoting a healthy diet and
also the fact that the school day is already very busy. We are also a nutfree school and for these reasons we cannot accept the following
items, which will have to be returned to parents if brought to school:

R-Azure

91.6%

R-Red

90.3%

R-Yellow

92.6%

1-Coral

92.5%

1-Torres

92.4%

1-Java

92.4%

2-Caribbean

97.2%

2-Ross

95.9%

2-Sulu

94.3%

3-Arctic

96.1%

3-Baffin

95.8%

3-Timor

95.6%

4-Arabian

94.6%

4-Caspian

96.4%

4-Persian

96%

5-Aegean

95.3%

5-Tasman

95.2%

5-Flores
6-Atlantic

95.2%
90.5%

6-Mediterranean

93.8%

6-Pacific

91.9%





sweets, lollipops or large cakes that require cutting up
party bags
chocolates that contain nuts (such as Celebrations, Quality
Street or Lindor)
Many thanks for your continued support.
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Spring Term 2018
Last day of term Thursday 29
March (bank holiday Friday 30
March)
Easter Holiday Monday 2 April Friday 13 April
Summer Term 2018
Summer term starts Monday 16
April
Half term Monday 28 May - Friday
1 June
Friday 15th June 2018 Eid al-Fitr
(tbc)
Last day of summer term Friday 20
July
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Ben Jonson School Council The new school council was officially welcomed.

Thank you to

the old and new school councillors and deputies for all your hard work.
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World Book Day at Ben Jonson Our World Book Day celebrations had to be postponed due
to the snow but when the big day arrived the children, with much help from their parents we’re sure, made a huge effort in dressing up in their favourite book characters.
With our theme of storytelling you can see some great costumes in the photos below
and on the next page.
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More photos of World Book Day at Ben Jonson
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Where Diversity is Our Culture
We’re very pleased to announce that our film, Tower Hamlets Where
Diversity is Our Culture, has been selected as the Runner Up in the My
Local Culture 12 and under category. The film was selected by vote by a
panel comprising representatives from Into Film and our Youth Advisory Council, Film London, the BFI, and the GLA. Congratulations to our
team on beating dozens and dozens of other competition entrants to the second spot. The judges were
faced with an incredibly difficult decision in selecting the winner.
Into Film will be featuring our excellent film on their website in a News and Views article over the course
of the new London Borough of Culture programme.
The full film is on the Ben Jonson website.
Congratulations to our Year 6 children who took part in the filming and a big thank you to the staff that
helped make this possible. Well done team Ben Jonson.

Ben Jonson hosted the Parasports Event of ‘Accessible Athletics’
with pupils from Cayley, Halley, Redlands, Smithy Street and Stephen Hawking. We had a great day full of energising activities
with our experienced sports coaches. Well done to all the pupils who took part!
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Ben Jonson Food Hygiene Rating
We our proud to announce that we have been awarded the highest possible rating for food hygiene
and compliance with the food law. Congratulations to Lamisi and her kitchen staff. Keep up the great
work!

Children and staff dressed
sporty for Sport Relief and we
raised a total of £300.50

School Trip Parent Helper
We are once again looking to recruit parents or carers who would be available to join Ben Jonson staff
and children on school trips. The role would be an unpaid voluntary role, however adults do not need to
pay for trips and the experiences gained make them very worthwhile. Throughout their primary school
lives, our children visit a range of exciting cultural and historical places, such as the Tower of London,
the Science Museum, London Zoo, the British Museum and HMS Belfast, just to name a few.
Please note that, if you were successful in becoming a helper, you would not be eligible to go on trips
with your own children.
If you are interested in applying, please see Asma Mushtaq in the main office for an application form,
alternatively the form is also on the website. Detail why you think you would make a suitable school trip
parent helper and hand the form in at the front office. If successful, we will invite you in for a short interview and administer a DBS check to ensure that child protection policy is adhered to.
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